
 

Dear Zoo 
                                                 Dear Zoo Story. 

     Enjoy listening and signing along with                                                                                                  
Singing Hands. 

                                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XoHn8rLj9pc  Listen 

 

For the elephant use your thumb for a trunk (stretch it out away from 
your fingers) and then add thumb prints for big, floppy ears. Lion: Paint 
your palm yellow and your fingers orange. Spread out your hand and 
print. Then add more orange paint to your fingers and print to make his 
mane thicker. Use your fingertips to give him eyes, and a sideways 
thumb for his nose. Enjoy exploring the texture of the paint on your 
hands and creating your own zoo animals. 

YOU WILL NEED: 

 Poster paint 

 Paint pots 

 Thick paint brush 

 Enough paper or card 

 Kitchen roll. 

 

Handprint Zoo Animals. 

    Mr Tumble Animals Cbeebies Something Special. 

                   

               https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CIxzzZ836Lc  

          Lets Move 

Learning Intention.                                                                                                                                                                          
Try moving your bodies in different ways to copy the way that animals 
move in the wild, to work on our balance and agility.                                                                                                                                                                                        
Introduction.                                                                                                                                                                                         
Move our bodies in the way we see animals move at the zoo. The animals 
need to move and play to stay healthy and active, just like us. We’re going to try to 
copy the movements of a range of species.                                                                                                            
Warm up.                                                                                                                                                                                          
Walking in a circle around the room or garden with pauses to stretch –                                                                                      
• Penguin – feet apart, wings spread out, beak (nose!) reaching up as high as possible.                                                                                                                                                      
• Lion – kneel on all fours, walk hands as far forward as possible, then walk hands.                                                                                                                                                             
• Chameleon – with one hand and foot on the ground, stretch the other leg and arm 
out and sway gently – just the way a chameleon mimics a swaying branch on a tree.                                                                                                                                                        
Main Activity.                                                                                                                                                        
Can you move like a crocodile?• On all fours, arms and legs out to the side not  
under the body!  Bending body side to side with each pace.                                                                         
Prowl like a cheetah • Low to the ground, shoulders rising. Reach hands as far      
forward as possible. Pause mid-stride, with one foot raised.                                 
Jump around like a monkey. Run around like a monkey practising monkey sounds.  
Hop like a Kangaroo. Feet together and hop.                                               

 

  

 We’re Going to the Zoo Song. 

         https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQJ8JlzSjsU  
Sing 
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